Counter evolving threats with
proven security solutions
DXC Technology and
Symantec partnership
DXC and Symantec at a glance
• Symantec is a Solution Partner
within the DXC Partner Network
• 2 million seats of endpoint and
email security services
• 1 million seats of risk,
compliance and data loss
prevention services
• 10 years of working together to
deliver web security services
• 20 years of working together,
serving the world’s largest
organizations
• 5,000+ security professionals
delivering DXC security services
• Now embarking together to
secure The Cloud Generation

As the volume and sophistication of threats against information
assets grow, security has become a skill that requires increasing
specialization and full-time attention. Risk profiles continue
to evolve and change as clients move from in-house to cloudbased infrastructure. Organizations face a growing burden of
regulatory control requirements. And the complexity of dealing
with all of these factors means that few organizations have a
clear understanding of their complete risk profile.
Working together, Symantec and DXC Technology help clients
assess their current cyber security maturity and posture, and
we recommend ways they can achieve and maintain resilient
businesses. We provide solutions and services to protect business
interactions, safeguard critical information and IT infrastructure,
and optimize security and compliance policies to identify threats
and protect organizations.

About Symantec

Client benefits

Symantec Corporation, the
world’s leading cyber security
company, helps organizations,
governments and people secure
their most important data
wherever it lives. Organizations
across the world look to Symantec
for strategic, integrated solutions
to defend against sophisticated
attacks across endpoints, cloud
and infrastructure. Likewise, a
global community of more than
50 million people and families
rely on Symantec’s Norton and
LifeLock product suites to protect
their digital lives at home and
across their devices. Symantec
operates one of the world’s
largest civilian cyber intelligence
networks, allowing it to see
and protect against the most
advanced threats. Learn more at
https://www.symantec.com/

Security solutions from DXC and
Symantec offer clients an effective
response to today’s complex security
challenges. Organizations around the
world rely on our global scale and
experience to gain control and visibility
over the use of key web applications.
By using a shared service, clients are
protected at a lower cost than by using
in-house solutions. They also benefit
from continuing service updates.
Our solutions help clients:
• Protect critical data from end to end
and understand current data loss risks
• Minimize risk of exposing and
disseminating confidential
company information

• Comply with regulatory requirements
by demonstrating adherence to
security policies
• Define a data protection strategy for
securing additional cloud applications
and services
• Build a strong relationship with
a trusted security expert that
understands your business and offers
sound advice
• Gain visibility and contextual
awareness of active threats
• Reduce business risk of
security compromise through
faster containment
• Protect against targeted threats
and advanced malware for
continuous confidence

Joint offerings/solutions
Together, DXC and Symantec have
developed a broad range of security, risk
assessment and loss-prevention solutions
to help organizations work effectively
around the globe with partners and
employees while securing critical data
assets. As needs change, our solutions
are constantly updated, revised and
reinvented to offer your organization
state-of-the-art protection.
Security risk management.
Cyber security threats change from
minute to minute. That makes it nearly
impossible for organizations to develop
a clear understanding of their exposure.
Security risk management helps
companies develop resilience against
current and future threats. It provides
organizations with expertise to help
assess their risk, formulate a strategy to
deal with it
and implement risk management and
monitoring capabilities.
Cloud access security brokering
(CASB). Evolving threats aren’t the only
change that can affect your risk profile.
Organizations transitioning to the cloud
are undergoing significant changes as
well. CASB gives you visibility into threats
and the security risks of using cloud
application environments and software
as a service. As an independent provider,
we can advise, transform and manage
your environment, offering compliance
reporting and incident response.

Data protection and privacy for DLP
(data loss prevention). Information
is the lifeblood of your organization,
and every step possible must be taken
to prevent its loss. DLP provides better
visibility and control into how critical
information is handled and identifies
what must be done to secure it. We
deliver this managed service remotely,
using teams that design, implement and
manage the protection of critical data.
Identity and access management.
Today’s workers need the flexibility to
work anywhere, any time. How do you
give them the access they need with
the control and security you require?
Identity and access management
provides control and visibility of users
and their access privileges, improving
overall security posture. These
services include account provisioning,
governance and compliance tools,
authentication tools and privileged
account/password policy solutions.

Differentiation
For more than 20 years, Symantec and
DXC have worked together to provide
technology solutions and services that
enable organizations to secure and
manage their most critical information.
Our partnership delivers leading
solutions in data protection and backup,
endpoint security and compliance,
data loss prevention, data storage and
availability, email cloud services, email
content monitoring, and IT systems and
IT service management.
This enduring and successful
partnership serves clients in many
different industries, enabling them to
work collaboratively and securely with
partners, employees and customers
around the world.

Learn more at
DXC.technology/symantec

Infrastructure and endpoint security.
Threats don’t arise exclusively from
outside attacks. Multilayer protection
solutions, such as our infrastructure and
endpoint security monitor, detect and
protect your environment from outside
and inside threats.

DXC Partner Network
Our robust programmatic structure of 200+ industry-leading Strategic and Solution Partners works to deliver
the right solution and the right team to address complex, critical client business challenges. Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/partnernetwork.
About DXC Technology
As the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) leads
digital transformations for clients by modernizing and integrating their mainstream IT, and by deploying
digital solutions at scale to produce better business outcomes. The company’s technology independence,
global talent, and extensive partner network enable 6,000 private and public-sector clients in 70 countries
to thrive on change. DXC is a recognized leader in corporate responsibility. For more information, visit
www.dxc.technology and explore thrive.dxc.technology, DXC’s digital destination for changemakers
and innovators.
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